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Long-period colliding-wind binaries

stimulated by talk by Peter Conti on 
Cyg OB2#5 (6.6-d Of + Of  binary)

to observe hot binaries in the infrared 
...

... P ~ 7y radio variations an enigma 
ripe for resolution



As Peter liked to show us ...

Peter Conti, IAU Symposia Cozumel, Porto Heli ...



... the action is where it’s hard to observe

Peter Conti, Cozumel, Porto Heli ...



You could say the same for long wavelengths



Tails come in all guises ...

.... and are 
usually bushy

λ2.1 dependence of 
free-free opacity 
makes for extended 
winds



Tails can be beautiful ...

... and may 
be clumped



Some tails carry a sting ...



Sting in the tail : colliding wind effects

Initially proposed by Prilutskii & Usov (1976) as 
an efficient way of generating X-rays from WR 
and O stars. WR wind carries ~ 104 Lsun K.E., 
fraction dissipated in shock. Wind collides with: 
(a) companion star; (b) its magnetosphere; (c) 
its stellar wind.

Supported by observations: binary WR stars brighter in X-rays than single

At long wavelengths, observations came first: correlation between X-ray 
brightness and non-thermal radio emission amongst OB and WR stars 
pointed to synchrotron emission

Then dust formation: episodic like WR 140 at periastron, then pinwheels.



Shape of wind-collision region depends on 
relative momenta of the stellar winds
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approximate WCR by cone of angle

thickness ∆θ either side of contact 
discontinuity depends on cooling of 
shocked material



X-ray and radio emission believed to arise 
near the apex of the WCR between the stars

VLBA 3.6-cm observations of 
WR 140 resolve non-thermal 
radio emission and its motion 
as the stars move in their 
orbit.

Dougherty et al. 2005 ApJ 623, 447
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Cooling compressed wind observed from 
low-excitation emission lines e.g. He I, C III

Strength and position of emission 
sub-peak vary with orbital motion



Dust (soot) forms down-wind of the wind-
collision region (WCR) in a flared stream.

Tuthill, Monnier & Danchi 1999



Archetype CWB: WR 140 (P 7.94 y)

Conditions in Wind Collision 
Region vary significantly round the 
orbit owing to its high eccentricity 
(e = 0.88; Marchenko et al. 2003)



WR 140 makes dust only a fraction of its orbit 
so forms a dust arc instead of a full pinwheel
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Beyond the dust formed in 2001 is dust 
formed in the 1993 episode

5”

combined 7.9+12.5µm 
image 2003 December 
Gemini+Michelle

Positions of dust 
concentrations are 
consistent with the 
linear expansion 
measured from the 
2001 dust



Long-period* WC+O CWB systems

Strong, variableNo dustWR146

>6(1995), 2005WC9IRS29N

StrongNo dust
WC6+O9
+ B0 Iab

WR 48

>221 episode + mini 
bursts + continuousWC8-9WR48a

Variable>201 episodeWC7+O9WR125

Perhaps not10.12+episodes, periodicWC5+O9WR 19

Some13.052+episodes, periodic, 
+ mini burstsWC7+O9WR 137

periodic7.944+ episodes, periodicWC7+O5WR 140

Non-T radioPd (y)Dust formationSpecWR

* wide enough for non-thermal radio to escape and episodic dust formation



WR 19 - a serendipitous dust-maker

• WC 5 star, observed 1988 and 1998 to be fading from 
dust-formation episodes, suggesting periodic and CWB.

• Spectrum showed absn lines => RV study (ESO NTT, 
van der Hucht, Rauw, Williams) to confirm binary status.

• Short duration of dust formation => eccentric orbit
• Measured RVs from absorption lines in blue where O 

star contribution greatest. 
• Emission lines very broad: FWHM (4650) = 88Ǻ
• Dust fading 50% faster than WR140 => faster wind



The earliest spectral sub-type dust-maker

WC4 (SS&M) or 
WC5 (Crowther &c)

+ O9.5-9.7 Veen &c 
(nearer O9 from 
new spectra) 

cf.

WC 7 for episodic 
dust makers 

WC 8-9 persistent 
dust makers



New obs: K mags and absorption-line RVs 
vs. IR period (10.10 y) and To from RV orbit

cf. WR 140: WC + O binary in an eccentric orbit (e = 0.8) which 
makes dust for a short while near (just after) periastron



WR 19 – another CWB laboratory

• Radio: not detected with ATCA (Leitherer, Chapman &c). Upper 
limits above extrapolated stellar wind emission but below expected 
non-thermal emission if WR 19 is anything like WR 140. (Upper 
limits at 13 and 20 cm observed close to conjunction, O star in 
front). May be able to map WCR from appearance of non-thermal 
emission when our sightline crosses wind-collision region. 

• Broad emission lines great bases for mapping WCR from subpeaks 
on low excitation He I and C III lines.

• A good chance for putting the system together with the orbit – RVs 
need strengthening, also emission-line RVs needed



WR 125 – like WR 140: X-ray, but long P

observations in collaboration with Sean Dougherty



Find more WC4-7 episodic dust makers
• Find WC4-7 stars from their 

positions in (J-H), (H-K) space 
affected by great strength of CIII 
2.08 micron emission lines – cf. 
2% contour in UKIDSS GPS

• Filter PNe with mid-IR data

• Look for variability in VISTA 
Variables in the Via Lactea survey 
(Z - Ks, to 18.1): 100+ spaced 
observations for each tile over 520 
square degrees (~109 point 
sources) and extensions ... 

http://surveys.roe.ac.uk/wsa/index.html



Conclude

• Observations in the infrared and radio regimes, 
combined with knowledge of geometry, wind velocities 
and stellar radiation fields provides invaluable 
information of processes in colliding stellar winds, 
particle acceleration and the formation of dust in hostile 
environments

• Long-period binaries are well suited as their separation 
places WCR further out in the winds, permitting 
observation of non-thermal radio radiation, and the 
transverse velocities of the WCR are << wind velocities 
so WCRs are less afected by orbital motion


